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Abstract. Museum installations, especially those related to the display of virtual
archaeology, often make use of natural user interaction (NUI). Those sets require
methods of interaction that are intuitive and easy to all users, independent of their
previous skills and experience with similar or related technologies. The use of
depth cameras such as the Kinect system is a common way to allow visitors to
move and interact within the digital replicas of buildings and spaces. This paper
presents a study of User Experience (UX) applied to four movement schemes
implemented on one such installation. For this research, a mixed method
approach is used, using a sample of users segmented into three groups based on
their previous skills and experience with video games. The four movement
schemes studied combine a user gesture to move forward with another gesture for
turning. The quantitative and qualitative data obtained for each movement
scheme and user group were analyzed, and several usability metrics were com-
bined to obtain a single UX score, which were then used to compare their
performance and suitability for their use in the context of a museum.

Keywords: User experience � Natural interaction � Kinect �
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, gestural systems stand out among the most popular forms of natural
interaction. One can find many examples of the use of gestures to interact with devices
such as smartphones, videogames and virtual reality applications. At the present time,
all 3D videogame platforms support some kind of gesture-based interaction schemes by
means of spatial scanning.

Among those devices, the Microsoft Kinect system depth camera facilitates
obtaining a very comprehensive description of user’s poses and gestures. The appli-
cation of these devices is not limited to videogames; indeed, this device is being used
profusely in multifarious fields, where virtual environments have to be explored by
means of natural interaction [1]. Among those fields, virtual museums demand good
walk-through paradigms for exploring the space and contemplating the environment
and the objects on display, prior to enabling further interactions [2].

From the early nineties, the evolution of real time technologies entailed a great deal
of interest in research on the topic of navigation in virtual environments and its
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application in different disciplines i.e. [3–7]. Bowman, Koller & Hodges wrote a
remarkable work on the analysis and evaluation of travel techniques for use in
immersive virtual environments, and defined a set of quality factors to measure and
characterize the performance of a given travel technique [8].

In a previous work, the authors of this paper analyzed six walk-through paradigms
for virtual environments using Kinect-based natural interaction [9]. Those movement
schemes were implemented in a virtual environment depicting a reconstruction of a 4th
century Roman villa, which was developed using the popular game engine Unreal
Engine 4. The Kinect-based interaction was coded inside this system using the K4U
libraries [10]. Within this virtual recreation, users can walk freely around the historical
complex, enjoying the architectural spaces, mosaics, wall paintings, furniture, and other
examples of material culture.

The analysis of the results of the aforementioned experiment did not consider a
segmentation of the sample of users based on their previous experience with real-time
environments (i.e. video games). It is important to note that one of the main goals in a
NUI-based installation for museums is to find the most effective ways to interact and
navigate inside a virtual environment. The movement and interaction paradigms chosen
may be intuitive, easy to learn and useful for both novice and experienced users.

The work continues the previously mentioned research in movement paradigms,
now focused on finding the most effective movement scheme for all users of a virtual
museum, independent of their skills and experience on video games. Some studies
suggest a positive correlation with previous experience with 3D video games, and
navigation and interaction within the virtual world e.g. [11, 12]. Nevertheless, such
consideration may result in a clear disadvantage for inclusive design of this kind of
installation.

This paper describes a study on user experience (UX) for three user groups based
on the user’s previous skills as video game players—no experience, casual player and
frequent player—as they tried four different movement schemes that combined dif-
ferent gestures to advance and turn as the user navigated in the virtual world: Point
forward/Twist upper body, Lean forward/Twist upper body; Step forward/Point side-
ways, Step forward/Twist upper body.

This study uses an approach based on mixed methods [13]. Dependent variables in
this experiment were task time, time in collision state (objective and measurable) and
users’ perception of ease, accuracy, need of attention, physical fatigue, and comfort and
enjoyment with the experience. As qualitative data, the authors collected the “think
aloud feedback” given by the participants during their performance for each movement
scheme.

2 Methodology

2.1 Participants

Authors contacted and recruited participants from the university’s students, faculty and
other staff. A total of 27 participants (13 male, 14 female) were involved in a usability
test. Ages ranged from 17 to 25 (66.7%), 26 to 35 (18.5%), and 36 to 55 (14.8%).
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The criteria used to select the participants were based on their representation of the
larger population who will use the application. Namely, we created three subgroups
segmented for self-reported expertise. To ensure statistically significant evidence in the
sample size [14], 9 people were used in each subgroup: no experience user (3 male, 6
female), casual player (5 male, 4 female), and frequent player (5 male, 4 female).

2.2 Session Procedures

The individuals participated in the study separately in order to avoid any kind of
contamination. All users performed all tasks using all movement schemes. Each session
lasted approximately 45 mins for each individual.

Before the beginning of the test, the moderator explained the mechanics of the
session to the participant and required the user to fill out a brief demographic ques-
tionnaire (age, gender, self-reported expertise). Then, the user took a two-minute free
walk to contemplate the house and the elements exhibited inside it. At this point, the
participant utilized the Point forward/Point sideways movement scheme as a training
for the subsequent tasks.

Next, the subject tried different movement schemes in random order to accomplish
two predefined tasks. During the course of the test, the system monitored and recorded
the user moves in order to extract relevant data about time to complete the task, number
of collisions and time spent in a collision condition. A post-task questionnaire was
filled out immediately after completion of every task.

Users also completed a post-test questionnaire at the end of the session. Post-task
and post-test questionnaires, together with the record of the comments made freely by
the participants, provided a good source for subjective data.

2.3 UX Measuring

To measure the user experience in this test, we used the approach described by Tullis
and Albert [15], where UX is the combination of all behaviors and attitudes people
have while interacting with an interface. These include and go beyond traditional
usability [16] and broader metrics dealing with users’ attitudes and perceptions. In
order to follow this approach, it is necessary to combine both objective and subjective
measures to enable satisfaction analysis as a “subjective sum of the interactive expe-
rience” [17].

Since this study deals with a 3D interactive installation, it is important to include
certain measurable characteristics of the quality of navigation as a mean to solve certain
tasks [8] such as accuracy, attention and user comfort. The degree of motivation and
pleasure is also evaluated, since hedonic, emotional, and experiential perspectives have
an influence on the perception of product quality [18]. Furthermore, the emotional
factor influences the potential of learning new skills and acquiring new knowledge,
which are keypoints of this kind of installation.

To begin with, there are many definitions of the concept of “usability” [19–21].
There is a common understanding that the scope of usability includes the evaluation of
effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, or the absence of usability problems [22]. The
international standard ISO 9241-11:2018 [23] describes usability as the “extent to
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which a system, product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”.

Measurement of quality in use is defined in ISO/IEC 25010 [24], which includes
measures for the components of usability that are defined in ISO 9241-11. Within the
satisfaction criteria, a series of sub-characteristics are defined, namely usefulness, trust,
pleasure and comfort. Those last two concepts are included in this study.

1. Effectiveness is defined as accuracy, completeness and lack of negative conse-
quences with which users achieved specified goals [23]. In this dimension, we
measure the completion rate, the number of collisions and the number of frames that
the system registered where the user collided with walls and objects, which can be
expressed as time in collision state.

2. Efficiency is defined as resources expended in relation to the accuracy and com-
pleteness with which users achieve goals [23]. In this study, two aspects were
measured: task time, and time spent in collision state, thus analyzing the influence
of this data in the user’s efficiency to perform the task.

3. Satisfaction relates to positive attitudes, emotions and/or comfort resulting from the
use of a system, product or service [23]. Within this dimension, six criteria were
evaluated. The first two are related to the satisfaction with task performance and the
last four to the degree of satisfaction with the experience:

– Ease of learning: how fast a user who has never seen the user interface before
can accomplish basic tasks

– Accuracy: proximity to the desired target [8]
– Fatigue: subjective perception of physical effort during the completion of the

tasks
– Attention: this parameter measures the ratio of attention devoted by the user to

control the navigation vs attention devoted to enjoyment of the experience itself.
This evaluation is very important for a NUI system, since one of the main goals
of a natural user interface is to remain as non-intrusive and invisible to the user
as possible, so he or she can focus completely on the experience

– Comfort: the extent to which the user is satisfied with physical comfort [24]
– User pleasure: degree to which a user obtains pleasure from fulfilling their

personal needs [24].

2.4 Gestures

In the proposed study, participants used gestural movement schemes to perform two
tasks with different objectives. The user gestures implemented in the system [10] can be
divided into two groups. The first group, which we may call “march gestures related to
start, maintain and stop the walk”, with constant or varying speed, and the second
group, which we may call “turn gestures related to changing the walking direction”.
Both sets of gestures were combined to configure four different schemes involved in the
study. Table 1 summarizes the combinations and displays the naming convention used
in the graphs in this paper.
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3 Experiment Design

The experiment set consisted of a low-lit room with a projection screen having a Kinect
sensor underneath, and some marks on the floor, one of them indicating the starting
point of the experience, located 3.80 m in front of the screen. In this range the depth
and skeleton views from the sensing device cover the entire user’s body.

A digital reconstruction of a 4th century Roman Domus (Fig. 1) was used as test
environment. It provided a good and comprehensive set of scenarios, which were used
for obtaining all the measurements required for the usability tests, while at the same
time serving as an entertaining and educational experience for the users involved in the
experiment.

The usability data was collected in several sessions. During those sessions, two
moderators observed and interacted with the users as they were completing the tasks
using the different movement paradigms. Participants had to complete two different
tasks:

Table 1. Movement schemes.

G01_PT G02_LT G03_SP G04_ST
March Point Lean Step Step 
Turn Twist Twist Point Twist 
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O
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T 
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ES

Fig. 1. Roman villa “El Alcaparral” Casariche Museum of Roman Mosaic, Spain
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– Navigation between two points: The first test began in front of the main door of the
Domus. The user had to cross the vestibule to the main atrium, surround it and exit the
atrium through a doorway located in the side opposite the entrance until they reached
another exit leading to the garden. The purpose of this first stroll was to facilitate
evaluating the ease of use of the system by measuring the task completion time, the
number of collisions detected and the number of frames in collision state (Fig. 2).

– Accuracy test: In the second test, the user performed another walkthrough, different
from the first, to help measure the accuracy of every paradigm. This one required
more precise maneuvering, since the user was asked to pass between two rows of
objects and circle another object to finish, stopping in a given place. Again, we
measured the task completion time, the number of collisions detected and the
number of frames in collision state.

While the users performed the different tasks, they made spontaneous comments
about their impressions related to the experience that were recorded. After each task,
the participants were asked to rate the movement paradigms on a 7-point rating scale:

– Post-task 1 question: Single Ease Question (SEQ) [25] was used to ask the user to rate
the difficulty of the activity they just completed, from Very Difficult to Very Easy.

– Post-task 2 question: a questionnairewas used to ask the user to rate the accuracy of the
system for the activity they just completed, from Very Inaccurate to Very Accurate.

At the end of the session, users answered a short 7-point rating scale questionnaire
about their impressions and perception of the experience as a whole. This questionnaire
included four subjective measures:

– Attention focus: asks the user to rate the level of attention they put into the expe-
rience instead of on controlling the system, from Most Attention Devoted to System
to Most Attention Devoted to Experience.

– Physical fatigue: asks the user to rate the level of fatigue, from Very Tired to Very
Relaxed.

– User comfort: asks the user to rate the level of comfort, from Very Comfortless to
Very Comfortable.

Navigation between two points Accuracy test 

Fig. 2. Pathways for tasks 1 and 2
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– User pleasure: asks the user to rate how exciting and enjoyable the experience was,
from Very Unlikable and Boring to Very Pleasing and Exciting.

In addition, the authors asked users for general comments and recommendations for
improvement.

4 Analysis and Interpretation of Data

4.1 Effectiveness

All the tasks were completed successfully. Data collected by the system during the
execution of the tasks indicate that sometimes as the user advanced, he or she stuck to
the walls instead of returning to the center of the path, or the user stuck against
obstacles for a while. The analysis of the number of collisions and time in collision
state helped to figure out how quickly the user learned to drive the system properly.

Collisions are a kind of unintended action a user makes while trying to do some-
thing on an interface even though the goal is correct. Norman used the term “slips” for
these kinds of actions [26].

Figure 3 shows the percentage of users who collide very little to very much for
every movement paradigm. Task #1 GP03_SP stands out as less prone to colliding
(77.8% of the users collided less than 4 times). In the accuracy task, the best value goes
to G04_ST (44.4%).

Number of collisions is a datum of special interest related to time in collision state.
The system counted the number of frames of the simulation that every user spent
colliding (even tangentially) to walls or objects. Considering a frame rate of 30 fps, we
can obtain the time in collision state and the percentage of the task performed in collision
state in relation to the total task time. Analyzing this data, considering every movement
paradigm and type of user (Fig. 4), the data shows that for task #1, G01_PT obtained the
worst results, with a higher percentage of collision time related to task time for users of
all groups, while G04_ST got the best results, with less time in collision state.

Unlike task #1, results for time in collision state for task #2 (accuracy) vary
depending on the user group. G03_SP presents the highest (worse) values for no expe-
rience users, G01_PT for casual players, and G02_LT for frequent players and all users.
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G01_PT G02_LT G03_SP G04_ST

Task 1 

0-3 4-6 7-18
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Fig. 3. Number of collisions per user for each task
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The movement paradigms with the lowest time in collision state were G04_ST for no
experience users and G03_SP for the rest of the groups. In any case, none of the
movements exceed 8.1% (±1.7%) of time in collision state, so it has a relatively small
effect on task performance [27].

4.2 Efficiency

Task #1 Time
The best time to completion for task #1 was 53 s. This value establishes an ideal time
for this task in order to obtain the average task time estimate for a small sample. In
order to set up a benchmark, we considered efficient times to be all times smaller than
the ideal time multiplied by 1.5 [14]. Hence, any time smaller than 79.5 s. should be
considered efficient.

Figure 5 summarizes the average task #1 time by movement scheme and user
group. The confidence interval is based on the t-distribution, which works on small
sample sizes [14]. Upon analysis of the data, G02_LT is the movement scheme with
smaller times for all user groups, while G01_PT is the movement scheme that needs
longer times for all user groups to complete tasks.
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No Experience Casual Player
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Fig. 4. Percentage of time in collision state according to each task and user group
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Fig. 5. Average task #1 time by movement scheme and user group
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Regarding the benchmark, all the averages for task #1 fall inside the range of
efficient time.

Task #2 Time
Regarding the average task time for task #2, G02_LT is the movement scheme with
lower times for all groups. G01_PT has higher times for all user groups. The best time
in this task was 34 s, giving an efficient task #2 time of < 51 s.

Figure 6 summarizes the average task #2 time by movement scheme and user
group. Analysis of the data shows that most average task 2 time results fall inside the
range of efficient time, with the exception of the no experience user group for G01_PT.

Task Performance Satisfaction
1- Post-Task 1 question: ease
After task 1, Single Ease Question (SEQ) was used to measure the degree of difficulty
perceived by users during task performance. Analyzing the results, at a general level,
the percentage of positive answers (describing the task as easy) reach values between
77.8% and 88.9%, achieving 100% for G04_ST (Fig. 7, Table 1). These results reflect
that, generally speaking, all movement schemes are considered to be easy by users of
all groups. All users, regardless of their group, perceived G02_LT as the easiest
movement scheme for task #1 (� 6.0), followed by G04_ST. All groups perceived
G03_PT as somewhat more difficult.

Linking the results of task #1 time and SEQ, task times between 59.9 s to 63.7 s
correspond to SEQ values of 5.89 to 6.1, while task times between 63.8 s to 73.4 s
correspond to SEQ values from 5.44 to 5.89.

2- Post-Task 2 question: accuracy.
After task 2, users were asked to fill out a questionnaire to rate the accuracy of the
system in the activity they just completed. Generally, the percentage of positive
answers, defining the movement scheme as accurate, reaches values ranging from
77.8% to 88.9% (Fig. 8, Table 1). A higher percentage of negative answers (describing
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Fig. 6. Average task #2 time by movement scheme and user group
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the system as less accurate) corresponds to G02_LT for casual player (22.2%) and all
users (11.1%). All movement schemes are considered relatively accurate (� 5.1). If we
consider every single movement scheme, G01_PT is the scheme considered more
accurate for the no experience user and all users for task #2, while casual player
chooses G04_ST and frequent player chooses G03_SP.

It is worth noting that for task #2 the results regarding time and the questionnaire of
accuracy do not match as expected. In some cases, the user perception does not
coincide with the efficiency in time to complete. For instance, G01_PT results give the
highest completion time for the no experience user group (53.8 s), but it is perceived as
the most accurate (6.2). Inversely, G02_LT gives the best time for the frequent player
group (44 s), but it is perceived as less accurate (5.1).

Overall Satisfaction
Upon finishing the test, users answered a questionnaire related to their physical fatigue,
attention, comfort and pleasure with the usage and performance of the corresponding
movement scheme.

1- Physical fatigue
The question intended to rate the level of fatigue after using the system provided the
results depicted in Fig. 9. The G04-ST movement scheme obtained the highest per-
centage of positive answers (being less tiring); it reached values between 77.8% and
88.9%, while G01-PT obtained the highest percentage of negative answers (7.4%
to11%).
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Fig. 7. Post-task 1 Single Ease Question by movement scheme and user group
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Arranging the results by movement scheme and user type, G04_ST stands out as
less fatiguing for the no experience user (6.1, 95% CI 5.3,6.9), casual player (5.9, 95%
CI 4.9, 6.9) and all users (5.9, 95% CI 5.4, 6.4), while G03_SP (6.0, 95% CI 5.5, 6.5)
is chosen by frequent player. The most tiring movement schemes, by group, are
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G03_SP for the no experience user (5.1, 95% CI 4.0, 6.2) and casual player (5.3, 95%
CI 4.6, 6.0); and G01_PT for frequent player (4.6, 95% CI 3.7, 5.4) and all users (5.1,
95% CI 4.6, 5.6).

2- Attention (Natural interaction)
One of the goals of natural interface design is to develop systems that interfere as little
as possible with the user’s experience, responding to the user’s desires in a fluent,
comfortable and confident way. A properly designed NUI must allow the user to focus
as much attention as possible on the experience instead of on the control of the device.

Figure 10 displays users’ perception of their ratio of attention. It indicates the
amount of attention payed to control the system versus the amount of attention attri-
butable to the enjoyment of the experience itself. The percentages represented in the
graph do not show a clear trend in one direction or another.

There are even some cases of neutral valuation. Analyzing every movement scheme
individually, G04-ST obtained the highest percentage of positive answers (more
attention devoted to the experience), reaching values from 63% to 77.8%, while G01-
PT obtained the highest percentage of negative answers (more attention devoted to
control the system), reaching values between 22.2% to 66.7%.

If we consider user groups, no experience users gave more attention to the expe-
rience itself when they used G02_LT (5.3, 95% CI 4.1, 6.6). G03_SP was the best for
casual player (4.8, 95% CI 4.1, 5.4) and G04_ST for frequent player (4.6, 95% CI 3.5,
5.7) and all users (4.78, 95% CI 4.3, 5.3).

The movement schemes that required more attention devoted to system control
were G01_PT for casual player (3.6, 95% CI 2.5, 4.7), frequent player (3.7, 95% CI
2.7, 4.6) and all users (4.0, 95% CI 3.4, 4.6), and G03_SP for no experience (4.1, 95%
CI 3.1, 5.2). Overall, G04_ST is the movement scheme that permits players to pay
more attention to the experience, although the valuations of this system do not go
further than 5.3 over 7 points.
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3- Comfort
Of all movement schemes, G04_SP obtained the highest percentage of positive answers
(more comfortable), reaching values between 77.8% and 100%, while G01-PT
obtained the highest percentage of negative answers (18.5% to 33.3%). Considering
user groups, G02_LT and G03_SP reached 100% positive answers for casual player
and frequent player (Fig. 11).

Highest scores vary depending on the user group. G04_ST is the most comfortable
scheme for no experience (5.8, 95% CI 5.3, 6.3) and all users (5.6, 95% CI 5.2, 5.9);
G02_LT for casual player (5.9, 95% CI 5.3, 6.5) and G03_SP for frequent player (5.8,
95% CI 5.3, 6.3). The least comfortable scheme was G03-SP for no experience (5.0,
95% CI 4.1, 5.9) and G01-PT for casual player (5.2, 95% CI 4.1, 6.4), frequent player
(4.8, 95% CI 3.6, 5.9) and all users (5.2, 95% CI 4.7, 5.7).

4- Pleasure
The percentage of positive answers with respect to user perception of pleasure is very
high, surpassing 77.8%. There were no negative answers, so all movement schemes
resulted in satisfactory experiences. G04_ST was the scheme best perceived as pleasing
and exciting (88.9% to 100%), and was followed closely by G02_LT (77.8% to 88.9%).

Arranging the results by groups, the most pleasing schemes were G01_PT for no
experience (6.2, 95% CI 5.8, 6.6) and G04_ST for casual player (5.9, 95% CI 5.2, 6.6),
frequent player (5.8, 95% CI 5.3, 6.3) and all users (5.9, 95% CI 5.6, 6.2).

The less satisfying schemes, though well valuated (� 5.4) were G02_LT for no
experience (5.6, 95% CI 4.8, 6.3), for frequent player (5.4, 95% CI 4.7, 6.1) and all
users (5.6, 95% CI 5.2, 6.0), while G01_PT scored lower for casual player (5.6, 95%
CI 4.8, 6.3). In short, all user groups perceived all movement schemes as pleasing and
exciting, giving average values ranging between 5.4 and 6.2 (Fig. 12).
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5 Discussion

The analysis of the previous results, supported with the users’ comments and the notes
taken by the authors during the experiment, provides clues to characterize the behavior
and performance of the movement schemes and their suitability for their use in a
museum environment for virtual walk-throughs.

From the previous analysis of the data, multiple usability metrics can be combined
into a single usability metric [14] for each task, where variables correspond to each
dimension analyzed for effectiveness, efficiency, and performance task and satisfaction.
On the other hand, a unique value to represent general satisfaction can be obtained
averaging fatigue, natural interaction (attention), comfort and pleasure.

Figure 13 synthesizes a single UX score by movement scheme and user group. This
metric was obtained combining single usability metric and general satisfaction.
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As shown on the graph, all movement schemes have UX values � 67.4%, so they
all can be considered adequate for their purpose. Nevertheless, the objective of this
work is to find the movement scheme that may be more suitable for a NUI museum
installation, regardless of the previous skills of their users in the use of 3D virtual
environments, such as videogames. Also, disaggregated results may be of interest when
a museum installation is designed for specific users.

Next, we will discuss the relative results obtained by each movement scheme:

G01_Point Forward/Twist Upper Body
This movement scheme can be considered less useful for museum installations for
various reasons:

– High percentage of attention devoted to control the system, less naturally interactive
– High task completion times for both tasks
– High percentage of time in collision state in relation to task time
– Several user groups considered this scheme less relaxed
– All user groups considered this scheme less comfortable, excepting for the no

experience group, which gave a low valuation
– Users expressed doubts regarding the exact pose to hold their arm in the air.

Monitors indicated that several users stretched their arm completely to point left or
right, keeping it in the air during the experience, thus making the experience too
fatiguing. Other users raised their forearm only, making detection of the pose by the
system difficult.

The metrics for this movement put it in third place of four regarding usability, and
the worst valuated in perceived satisfaction. Regarding UX metric, this scheme
obtained the lowest value for casual player, frequent player and all users, and obtained
a 3rd place of four for the no experience group.

G02_Lean Forward/Twist Upper Body
In general, this movement scheme obtained a middle-high valuation. It stood out in
efficiency, obtaining notable records:

– Shorter average times for both tasks
– Perceived as the easiest in task accomplishment
– Considered relatively accurate
– Users commented about the precision of this scheme to accelerate, turn and slow

down.

Nevertheless, this scheme had a low perception of pleasure compared to other
movements, and the values regarding the ratio of attention to the experience, and
attention to control the system were very heterogeneous.

This scheme obtained the best metrics in usability, and was the second best of the
four in general perception of satisfaction. The UX metric for this scheme was one of the
best for all groups excepting frequent player.

G03_Step Forward/Point with Arm
Overall, this scheme obtained a low valuation in all dimensions. It did not present

any relevant aspect to stand out over the rest.
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– Perceived as the most difficult for all groups
– Determined the most fatiguing for no experience and casual player
– Scored as the least comfortable for no experience

This scheme also obtained the worst usability score and got a low value regarding
perception of satisfaction. For the UX score, this scheme obtained a middle-high value
for frequent player, middle-low for casual player and all users and low for no
experience.

G04_Step Forward/Twist Upper Body
This scheme constitutes a good candidate for museum installations. It obtained good
scores on usability and general satisfaction for all user groups:

– This movement scheme permits users to devote the most attention to the experience
instead of the control of the system

– It was the second most efficient
– It is the least fatiguing for no experience, casual player and all users
– Overall, it was considered the most comfortable
– It was perceived as the most pleasing and exciting for casual player, frequent player

and all users.

Regarding metrics, this scheme obtained, just after G02_LT, the second best per-
centage in usability, and it was the best valued of all four in perception of satisfaction,
obtaining at the same time the highest UX value for no experience and the second
highest for casual player, frequent player and all users.

6 Conclusions

Virtual museums can offer to their visitors much more than the mere visual repre-
sentation of things. They may be seen as sources of new experiences, hence fostering a
deeper interpretation and a more persistent memory that a simple exhibit.

Natural user interfaces, such as Kinect, are extremely useful to achieve this goal,
but it is important to find the movement scheme that best facilitates, in terms of HCI,
visiting the virtual spaces. Of all movement schemes presented here, Lean forward/
Twist upper body and Step forward/Twist upper body appear to be the most appropriate
to navigate such digital environments for any kind of user, regardless of the previous
expertise of the visitor in other virtual realms (i.e. video games). G02_LT proved to be
the most efficient scheme, and G04_ST stood out as the most balanced in all aspects
with the best valuations on natural interaction.

Although this study is centered on the evaluation and interpretation of the user
experience during navigation, we should not forget that learning is one of the main goals
of any museum installation. Users should be able to construct concepts through the
observation and experience of the content provided. Therefore, it is necessary to find out
how the UX metrics obtained relate to users’ cognition, immersion and flow [28].

This could constitute a future line of research. The results obtained may also be
utilized to achieve a higher level of attention to the contents inside the virtual envi-
ronment as a learning tool for visitors to the museum. Hence, it is necessary to continue
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researching the optimization of these movement schemes and the acquisition of even
more transparent movement interfaces.

The authors expect that the performance metrics and UX results presented here will
be useful for designers of virtual environments to choose the natural interaction walk-
through scheme that best fits their needs based on the particular features of their
installation.
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